Abstract-Receive side scaling (RSS) is an NIC technology that provides the benefits of parallel receive processing in multiprocessing environments. However, RSS lacks a critical data steering mechanism that would automatically steer incoming network data to the same core on which its application thread resides. This absence causes inefficient cache usage if an application thread is not running on the core on which RSS has scheduled the received traffic to be processed and results in degraded performance. To remedy the RSS limitation, Intel's Ethernet Flow Director technology has been introduced. However, our analysis shows that Flow Director can cause significant packet reordering. Packet reordering causes various negative impacts in high-speed networks. We propose an NIC data steering mechanism to remedy the RSS and Flow Director limitations. This data steering mechanism is mainly targeted at TCP. We term an NIC with such a data steering mechanism "A Transport-Friendly NIC" (A-TFN). Experimental results have proven the effectiveness of A-TFN in accelerating TCP/IP performance.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
C OMPUTING is shifting toward multiprocessing. The fundamental goal of multiprocessing is improved performance through the introduction of additional hardware cores. Modern network stacks can exploit parallel cores to allow either message-based parallelism or connection-based parallelism as a means of enhancing performance [1] . To date, major network stacks such as Windows, Solaris, and Linux have been redesigned and parallelized to better utilize additional cores. While existing OSes exploit parallelism by allowing multiple threads to carry out network operations concurrently in the kernel, supporting this parallelism carries significant costs, particularly in the context of contention for shared resources, software synchronization, and poor cache efficiencies. However, investigations [2] , [3] , [4] indicate that CPU core affinity on network processing in multiprocessing environment can significantly reduce contention for shared resources, minimize software synchronization overheads, and enhance cache efficiency.
Core affinity on networking processing has the following goals: 1) Interrupt affinity: Network interrupts of the same type should be directed to a single core. Redistributing network interrupts in either a random or round-robin fashion to different cores has undesirable side effects [3] . 2) Flow affinity: Packets belong to a specific TCP flow should be processed by the same core. TCP has a large and frequently accessed state that must be shared and protected when packets from the same connection are processed. Flow affinity reduces contention for shared resources, minimizes software synchronization, and enhances cache efficiency. 3) Network data affinity: Incoming network data should be steered to the same core on which its application thread resides. This is becoming more important with the advent of Direct Cache Access (DCA) [5] .
The emergence of parallel network stacks and the necessity of core affinity on network processing in multiprocessing environment require new NIC designs. An NIC should not only provide mechanisms to allow parallel receive processing to better utilize parallel network stacks, but also to facilitate core affinity on network processing in multiprocessing environments. Receive side scaling (RSS) [6] is an NIC technology that steps toward that direction. RSS allows parallel receive processing in multiprocessing environments by supporting multiple receive queues. However, RSS has a limitation: it cannot steer incoming network data to the same core where its network application thread resides. The reason is simple: RSS does not maintain the relationship "Traffic Flows ! Network applications ! Cores" in the NIC. Since network applications run on cores, we simply put it as "Traffic Flows ! Cores (Applications)." This is symptomatic of a broader disconnect between existing software architecture and multicore hardware. With OSes like Windows and Linux, if an application thread is running on one core, while RSS has scheduled received traffic to be processed on a different core, the overall system efficiency may be severely degraded (see Section 2) .
In parallel to our research, Intel has introduced the Ethernet Flow Director technology [7] . Flow Director maintains the relationship "Traffic Flows ! Cores (Applications)" in the NIC. Flow Director not only provides the benefits of parallel receive processing in multiprocessing environments, it also can automatically steer packets of a specific data flow to the same core on which its application thread resides. However, our research shows that Flow Director lacks mechanisms to ensure in-order packet delivery when it steers packet across cores and can cause significant packet reordering (Section 2.5). In high-speed networks, packet reordering causes various negative impacts [8] , [9] . In addition, TCP Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) is now implemented and enabled by almost all general-purpose OSes. When packet reordering occurs, processing or generating TCP SACK information can seriously degrade the TCP sender or receiver's performance [10] . For example, the receiver would sort the out-of-order queue to generate SACKs in the event of packet reordering. Sorting the out-of-order queue is expensive, especially when the queue is large. Because the networking community is working toward 40 and 100 GigE, the performance requirements on TCP/IP are becoming more challenging. Flow Director's packet reordering problem becomes more serious.
We propose an NIC mechanism to remedy the RSS and Flow Director limitations. It steers incoming network data to the same core on which its application thread resides and ensures in-order packet delivery. Our data steering mechanism is mainly targeted at TCP, but can be extended to UDP and SCTP. We term an NIC with such a data steering mechanism A Transport-Friendly NIC (A-TFN). For transport-layer traffic, A-TFN supports a Flow-to-Core table to maintain the relationship "Traffic Flows ! Cores (Applications)" in the NIC, with one entry per flow. Each entry tracks which core a flow should be assigned to. However, A-TFN is different from Flow Director in two significant ways: 1) A-TFN applies a very simple yet effective mechanism to update the Flow-to-Core table, which identifies the core on which the application is running faster and more accurately than Flow Director. 2) A-TFN deals with process migration and has a mechanism to ensure in-order packet delivery.
The contributions of this paper are fourfold. First, we show for certain OSes, such as Linux, that tying a traffic flow to a single core does not necessarily ensure flow affinity or network data affinity. Second, we show that RSS lacks a mechanism to automatically steer packets of a data flow to the same core(s) on which its application thread resides. Third, we show that Flow Director can cause significant packet reordering in multiprocessing environments. Flow Director lacks mechanisms to ensure in-order packet delivery when it steers packets across cores. Fourth, we propose the A-TFN mechanism to remedy the limitations in RSS and Flow Director. Experimental results have proven the effectiveness of A-TFN in accelerating TCP/IP performance. Because the networking community is headed for 40 and 100 GigE, the performance requirements on TCP/IP are more challenging; further architecture optimizations and technology advances are necessary. A-TFN is working toward that direction and is timely.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present problem formulation. Section 3 describes the A-TFN mechanism. In Section 4, we discuss experiment results that showcase the effectiveness of our A-TFN mechanism. In Section 5, we present related research. We conclude in Section 6.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Packet Receiving Process with RSS
RSS is an NIC technology. It supports multiple receive queues and integrates a hashing function in the NIC. NIC computes a hash value for each incoming packet. Based on hash values and an indirection table, NIC assigns packets of the same data flow to a single queue and evenly distributes traffic flows across queues. With Message Signal Interrupt (MSI/MSI-X) and Flow-Pinning support, each receive queue is assigned a dedicated interrupt and tied to a specific core. The device driver allocates and maintains a ring buffer for each receive queue within system memory. For packet reception, a ring buffer must be initialized and preallocated with empty packet buffers. The ring buffer size is device and driver dependent. Fig. 1 illustrates packet receive processing with RSS:
1. When incoming packets arrive, the hash function is applied to the header to produce a hash result. The hash result is used to index the indirection table. The indirection table is the data structure that contains an array of core numbers to be used for RSS. Each lookup from the indirection table identifies the core and hence, the associated receive queue. 2. The NIC assigns incoming packets to the corresponding receive queues. 3. The NIC copies (via DMAs) the received packets into the corresponding ring buffers in the host system memory. 4. The NIC sends interrupts to the cores that are associated with the nonempty queues. Subsequently, the cores respond to the network interrupts and process received packets up through the network stack from the corresponding ring buffers one by one. Appendix 1, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TPDS.2011.195, has more details of RSS mechanisms.
The OS can periodically rebalance the network load on cores by updating the indirection table, based on the assumption that the hash function will evenly distribute incoming traffic flows across the indirection table entries. Since the OS does not know which specific entry in the indirection table an incoming traffic flow will be mapped to, it can only passively react to load imbalance situations by changing each core's number of appearances in the indirection table. For better load balancing performance, the size of the indirection table is typically two to eight times the number of cores in the system [6] . For example, in Fig. 1 , the indirection table has eight entries, which are populated as shown. As such, traffic loads directed to Cores 0, 1, 2, and 3 are 50, 25, 12.5, and 12.5 percent, respectively.
RSS Limitation and the Reasons
RSS provides the benefits of parallel receive processing. However, this mechanism does present certain limitation: it cannot steer incoming network data to the same core on which its application thread resides. The reason is simple: RSS does not maintain the relationship "Traffic Flows ! Cores (Applications)" in the NIC. When packets arrive, the hash function is applied to the header to produce a hash result. Based on the hash values, the NIC assigns packets to receive queues and then cores, with no way to consider on which core the corresponding application thread is running. Although receive queues can be instructed to send interrupt to a specific set of cores, existing OSes can only provide limited process-to-interrupt affinity capability; network interrupt delivery is not synchronized with process scheduling. This is because the OS schedulers have other priorities, such as load balancing and fairness, over process-to-interrupt affinity. Besides, multiple network applications' traffic might map to a single interrupt, which brings new challenges to an OS scheduler. Therefore, a network application thread might be scheduled on cores other than those where its corresponding network interrupts are directed. This is symptomatic of a broader disconnect between existing software architecture and multicore hardware. OSes like Windows implement the function of the indirection table, which can provide limited data steering capabilities for RSS. However, it still cannot steer packets of a data flow to the same core where the application thread resides. Turning again to Fig 1, network application thread P is scheduled to run on Core 3. Its traffic might be hashed to an entry that directs to other cores. The OS does not know which specific entry in the indirection table a traffic flow will be mapped to.
With existing RSS capability, there are many cases in OSes in which a network application resides on cores other than those to which its corresponding network interrupts are directed (Appendix 2, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library). For example, a single-threaded application might handle multiple concurrent TCP connections. Assuming such an application handles n concurrent TCP connections and runs on an m-core system, an RSSenabled NIC will evenly (statistically) distribute the n connections across the m cores. Since the application thread can only run on a single core at any moment, only n/m connections' network interrupts are directed to the same core where the application runs.
On OSes like Windows, when a core responds to the network interrupt, the corresponding interrupt handler is called, within which a deferred procedure call (DPC) is scheduled. On the core, DPC processes received packets up through the network stack from the corresponding ring buffer one by one [11] . Therefore, on Windows, tying a traffic flow to a single core does ensure interrupt affinity and flow affinity. However, if network interrupts are not directed to cores on which the corresponding applications reside, network data affinity cannot be achieved, resulting in degraded cache efficiency [6] . This reality might cause serious performance degradation for NUMA systems. On some OSes, like Linux, tying a traffic flow to a single core does not necessarily ensure flow affinity or network data affinity due to Linux TCP's unique prequeue-backlog queue design [12] , [13] .
Linux Network Processing in Multicore Systems
Linux allows multiple threads to simultaneously process different packets from the same or different connections.
Two types of threads may perform network processing in Linux: application threads in process context and interrupt threads in interrupt context. When an application makes socket-related system calls, that application's process context may be borrowed to carry out network processing. When an NIC interrupts a core, the associated handler services the NIC and schedules the softirq, softnet. Afterward, the softnet handler processes received packets up through the network stack in interrupt context. Here, we simply summarize Linux TCP processing of the data receive path in interrupt and process contexts, respectively [12] , [13] . Appendix 3 has more details, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library.
TCP Processing in Interrupt Context
1. When the NIC interrupts a core, the network interrupt's associated handler services the NIC and schedules the softirq, softnet. 2. The softnet handler moves a packet from the ring buffer and processes the packet up through the network stack. If there is no packet available in the ring buffer, the softnet handler exits. 3. A TCP segment is delivered up to the TCP layer. The network stack first tries to identify the socket to which the packet belongs, and then seeks to lock the socket. 4. The network stack checks if the socket is "owned-byuser" or if an application thread is sleeping and awaiting data:
a. If yes, the packet will be enqueued into the socket's backlog queue or prequeue. TCP processing will be performed later in process context by the application thread. b. If not, the network stack will perform TCP processing on the packet in interrupt context. 5. Unlock the socket; go to step 2.
TCP Processing in Process Context
1. An application thread makes a socket-related receive system call. 2. Once the system call reaches the TCP layer, the network stack seeks to lock (semaphore) the socket first. 3. The network stack moves data from the socket into the user space, and generates ACKs. 4. If the socket's prequeue and/or backlog queue are not empty, the calling application's process context will be borrowed to carry out TCP processing. 5. Unlock the socket and return from the system call. For the data transmit path, network processing starts in the process context when an application makes socketrelated system calls to send data. If TCP gives permission to send (based on TCP receiver window, congestion window, and sender window statuses), network processing in process context can reach down to the bottom of the protocol stack. Otherwise, transmit side network processing is triggered by incoming TCP ACKs for the data receive path, which are performed in their execution environments (interrupt or process contexts).
As described above, whether TCP processing is performed in process or interrupt contexts depends on the volatile runtime environments. For example, we used FTP to download Linux kernels from www.kernel.org and instrumented the Linux network stack to record the percentage of traffic processed in process context. The recorded percentage ranged from 50 to 75 percent. In a multicore system, when an application's process context is borrowed to execute the network stack, TCP processing is performed on the core(s) where the application is scheduled to run. When TCP processing is performed in interrupt context, it is performed on the cores to which the network interrupts are directed. Take, for example, Fig. 2 , in which network interrupts are directed to core 0 and the associated network application thread is scheduled to run on core 1. In interrupt context, TCP is processed on core 0; in process context, this occurs on core 1. Since TCP processing performed in process or interrupt contexts depends on volatile runtime conditions, it may alternate between these two cores. Therefore, although the combination of RSS and Flow Pinning can tie a traffic flow to a single core, when a network application thread resides on some other core, TCP processing might alternate between different cores. We would achieve neither flow affinity nor network data affinity.
RSS Negative Impacts
If a network application runs on cores other than those where its corresponding RSS network interrupts are directed, various negative impacts result. On both Windows and Linux systems, network data affinity cannot be achieved. On OSes like Linux, TCP processing might alternate between different cores even if the interrupts for the flow are pinned to a specific core. As a result, it will lead to poor cache efficiency and cause significant core-to-core synchronization overheads. Also, it renders the DCA technology ineffective. To demonstrate RSS negative impacts, we ran RSS data transmission experiments. Please see Appendix 4 for details, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library.
Why Does Flow Director Cause Packet
Reordering?
Intel has introduced the Ethernet Flow Director technology to remedy the RSS limitation. As shown in Fig. 3 [14] . Each core in the system is assigned a specific transmit queue. Outgoing traffic generated on a specific core is transmitted via its corresponding transmit queue. For an outgoing transport-layer packet, the OS records the processing core ID and uses it to update the corresponding entry in the table. Flow Director makes use of the 5-tuple fsrc addr; dst addr; protocol; src port; dst portg in the receive direction to specify a flow. Therefore, for an outgoing packet with the header fx; y; z; p; qg, its corresponding flow entry in the table is identified as fy; x; z; q; pg. Packet receiving process with Flow Director is similar to that of with RSS, except that incoming packets look up the Flow-toCore table to identify the core. Flow Director not only provides the benefits of parallel receive processing in multiprocessing environments, but also steer packets of a data flow to the core on which its application resides. However, our analysis shows that Flow Director lacks mechanisms to ensure in-order packet delivery when it steers packet across cores.
As shown in Fig. 4 , Flow 1's flow entry maps to Core 0 in the Flow-to-Core table at time T À ". At this instant, packet S of Flow 1 arrives; based on the "Traffic Flow ! Core" table, it is assigned to Core 0. At time T , due to process migration, Flow 1's flow entry is updated and maps to Core 1. At T þ ", Packet S þ 1 of Flow 1 arrives and is assigned to the new core, namely, Core 1. After assigning received packets to the corresponding receive queues, NIC copies them into system memory via DMA, and fires network interrupts, if necessary. When a core responds to a network interrupt, it processes received packets up through the network stack from the corresponding ring buffer one by one. In our case, Core 0 processes packet S up through the network stack from Ring Buffer 0, and Core 1 services packet S þ 1 from Ring Buffer 1. Let
> T p ðS þ 1Þ, the network stack would receive packet S+1 earlier than packet S, resulting in packet reordering. Let D be the ring buffer size and let the network stack's packet service rate be R p (packets/second). Assume there are n packets ahead of S in Ring Buffer 0 and m packets ahead of S+1 in Ring Buffer 1. Then, it has T p ðSÞ ¼ T À " þ n=R p and
If
In a multicore system, a general-purpose OS scheduler tries to use all core resources in parallel as much as possible, distributing and adjusting the load among the cores. Process migration across cores occurs frequently. The conditions for Flow Director to cause packet reordering can be easily satisfied. Flow Director can easily cause packet reordering.
To validate our analysis, we ran Flow Director data transmission experiments. The experiments show that Flow Director can cause significant packet reordering in multiprocessing environments (see Appendix 5 for details, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library). The root cause of the packet reordering is that Flow Director lacks mechanisms to ensure in-order packet delivery when it steers packet across cores. In high-speed networks, packet reordering causes negative impacts [8] , [9] . Many TCP implementations use the header prediction algorithm to reduce the costs of TCP processing. However, header prediction only works for in-sequence TCP segments. If segments are reordered, most TCP implementations do far more processing than they would for in-sequence delivery, degrading the TCP sender and receiver's performance. In addition, TCP SACK is now implemented and enabled by almost all OSes. When packet reordering occurs, the receiver will sort the out-of-order queue to generate SACK blocks. For the sender, on receipt of SACK information, the retransmission queue would be walked and the relevant packets tagged as sacked or lost. In high-speed networks, the number of packets in flight is large. The sender's retransmission queue is large. Also, when packet reordering occurs, out-of-order queue will be very large. Sorting ourof-sequence queue in the receiver or walking the retransmission queue in the sender can seriously degrade system performance [8] , [10] . With the emerging of 40 and 100 GigE technologies, the performance requirements on TCP/IP are becoming more challenging. Therefore, Flow Director's packet reordering problem will become more serious.
A TRANSPORT-FRIENDLY NIC
A-TFN Design
We propose A-TFN mechanism to remedy the RSS and Flow Director limitations. We base our A-TFN design on two observations. First, a TCP connection's traffic is bidirectional. For a unidirectional data flow, ACKs on the reverse path result in bidirectional traffic. Second, when an application makes socket-related system calls, that application's process context would be borrowed to carry out network processing in process context. This is true and common for all general-purpose OSes although their network stacks are implemented differently. In the data transmit path, network processing starts in the process context when an application makes socket-related system calls to send data. If TCP gives permission to send, network processing in process context can reach down to the bottom of the protocol stack. In the data receive path, when an application makes socket-related receive system calls to move data from the socket into the user space, it needs to generate ACKs to advertise new receive window sizes. These ACKs are generated in process context.
For transport-layer traffic, A-TFN supports a Flow-toCore table to maintain the relationship "Traffic Flows ! Cores (Applications)" in the NIC, with one entry per flow. Each entry tracks which core a flow should be assigned to. With each outgoing transport-layer packet (including ACK packet), the OS records a processor core ID and uses it to update the entry in the Flow-to-Core table. As soon as any network processing is performed in a process context, A-TFN learns the core on which an application thread resides and can steer future incoming traffic to the right core. This is a key point that A-TFN is different from Flow Director.
The design of such a mechanism involves a trade-off between the amount of work done in the NIC and in the OS. There are two design options. Option 1 is to minimize changes in the OS and focuses instead on identifying the minimal set of mechanisms to add to the NIC. This design adds complexity and cost to the NIC. On the other end of the design space, it could be let the OS update the flow-tocore table directly without changing anything in the NIC hardware (option 2). Conceptually, this approach could be fairly straightforward to implement. However, it might add significant extra communication overheads between the OS and the NIC, especially when the Flow-to-Core table gets large. Due to space limitation, this paper is mainly focused on the first design option. We will explore the second design option in our future work. Besides, option 1 design has other goals: 1) A-TFN must be simple and efficient. NIC controllers usually utilize a less powerful CPU with a simplified instruction set and insufficient memory to hold complex firmware. 2) A-TFN must preserve in-order packet delivery.
3) The communication overheads between the OS and A-TFN must be minimal. has a dedicated interrupt and is tied to a specific core. Each core in the system is assigned a specific receive queue. A-TFN handles non-transport-layer traffic in the same way as does RSS. That is, based on a hash of the incoming packet's headers, the NIC assigns it to the same queue as other packets from the same data flow, and distributes different flows across queues. For transport-layer traffic, A-TFN maintains a Flow-to-Core table with a single entry per flow. Each entry tracks the core to which a flow should be assigned. The entries within the Flow-to-Core table are updated by outgoing packets. For unidirectional TCP data flows, outgoing ACKs update the Flow-to-Core table. For an outgoing transport-layer packet, the OS records a processing core ID in the transmit descriptor and passes it to the NIC. Since each packet contains a complete identification of the flow it belongs to, the specific Flow ! Core relationship could be effectively extracted from the outgoing packet and its accompanying transmit descriptor.
Flow-to-Core Table and Its Operations
The Flow-to-Core accommodate temporary packets when the flow is in a transition state. It aims to ensure in-order packet delivery. In addition, to avoid nondeterministic packet processing time, a collision-resolving linked list is limited to a maximum size of MaxListSize. Flows are not evicted in the case of collision. When a specific hash's collisionresolving list reaches MaxListSize, later flows with that hash will not be entered into the table.
Flow Entry Generation and Deletion
A-TFN monitors each incoming and outgoing packet to maintain the Flow-to-Core Table. An entry is generated in the Flow-to-Core table as soon as A-TFN detects a successful three-way handshake. To reduce NIC complexity, A-TFN need not run a full TCP state machine in the NIC. A flow entry is deleted after a configurable period of time, T d , has elapsed without traffic. In this way, A-TFN need not handle all exceptions such as missing FIN packets and various time-outs. To prevent memory exhaustion or malicious attacks, A-TFN sets an upper bound on the number of entries in the Flow-to-Core Table. When the Flow-to-Core table starts to become full, TCP flows can be aged out more aggressively by using a smaller T d . For traffic flows that are not in the Flow-to-Core table, packets are delivered based on a hash of the incoming packets' headers.
Detection and Prevention of Packet Reordering
The entries of the Flow-to-Core table are updated by outgoing packets. For each outgoing transport-layer packet, the OS records a processing core ID in the transmit descriptor and passes it to the NIC. A naive way to update the corresponding flow entry is with the passed core ID, omitting any other measures. As soon as any network processing is performed in process context, A-TFN will learn the process migration and can steer future incoming traffic to the right core. However, this simple flow entry updating mechanism cannot guarantee in-order packet delivery. In Section 2.5, we analyze why Flow Director cannot guarantee in-order packet delivery. The model and analysis can be also applied here. As we have analyzed, if " is small and n > m, the condition of T p ðSÞ > T p ðS þ 1Þ would easily hold and lead to packet reordering. Since the ring buffer size is D, the worst case is n ¼
As a result, T p ðS þ 1Þ > T p ðSÞ and in-order packet delivery can be guaranteed. Therefore, A-TFN adopts the following flow entry updating mechanism: for each outgoing transport-layer packet, the OS records a processing core ID in the transmit descriptor and passes it to the NIC to update the corresponding flow entry. For a TCP flow entry, if the new core id is different from the old one, the flow enters the "transition" state. Correspondingly, its "Transition State" is set to "Yes" and a timer is started for this entry. The timer's expiration value is set to T t ¼ ðD À 1Þ=R p . Incoming packets of a flow in the transition state are added to the tail of "Packets in Transition" instead of being immediately delivered. When the timer expires, the flow leaves the transition state. The "Transition State" is set back to "No" and all of the packets in "Packets in Transition," if they exist, are assigned to the new core. For a flow in the "nontransition" state, its packets are directly steered to the corresponding core. With current computing power, ðD À 1Þ=R p is usually at the submillisecond level, at best. For A-TFN, T t is a design parameter and is configurable.
Required OS Support
A-TFN design requires only two small OS changes in order to be properly supported, which can be easily implemented. 1) For an outgoing transport-layer packet, the OS needs to record a processing core ID in the transmit descriptor passed to the NIC. 2) The transmit descriptor needs to be updated with a new element to store this core ID. A single-byte element can support up to 256 cores, which is sufficient for most of today's systems. In addition, the size of a transmit descriptor is usually small, typically less than a cache line. Transmit descriptors are usually copied to the NIC by DMA using whole cache line memory transactions. Adding a byte to the transmit descriptor introduces almost no extra communication overhead between the OS and NIC.
ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTS
Analytical Evaluation
Delay
To ensure in-order packet delivery, incoming packets of a flow in the transition state are added to the tail of "Packets in Transition." These packets are delivered later, when the flow exits the transition state. Clearly, this can add delay to certain packets and the maximum delay a held packet can experience is T t . Previous analysis has shown that in-order packet delivery is guaranteed when T t is set to ðD À 1Þ=R p . But incoming packets rarely fill a ring buffer in the real world. If T t were configured to be smaller, this would still ensure inorder packet delivery in most cases. We had recorded the duration for which the OS processes the ring buffer in [8] . The duration is generally shorter than 20 microseconds. In most cases, the extra delay is so small that it can be ignored.
Flow Affinity and Network Data Affinity
The intent of A-TFN is to automatically steer incoming network data to the same core on which its application thread resides. As soon as any network processing is performed in a process context, A-TFN learns the core on which an application thread resides and can steer future incoming traffic to the right core. The desired flow affinity and network data affinity are guaranteed.
Hardware Design Considerations
A-TFN's memory is mainly used to maintain the Flow-toCore table, holding flow entries and accommodating packets for flows in the transition state. To hold a single flow entry, 20 bytes is quite sufficient. Therefore, a 10,000-entry Flow-to-Core table requires only 0.2 MB of memory. (These figures apply to IPv4; IPv6 support would add 24 bytes to the size of each entry, or less if the flow label could be relied upon.) In addition, to accommodate packets for flows in transition, if T t is set to 0.2 millisecond, even for a 10 Gbps NIC, the memory required is 0:2 ms Â 10 Gbps ¼ 0:25 MB, at maximum. In the worst case, an extra 0.5 MB of fast SRAM is enough to support the Flow-to-Core Table. A Cypress 4 Mb (10 ns) SRAM now costs around $7. Appendix 6, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library, lists the cost, memory size, and power consumption of popular 10G Ethernet NICs in the market. A-TFN's requirement of an extra 0.5 MB fast SRAM in the NIC won't add much extra cost and power consumption to current 10 Gbps NICs. Certainly, A-TFN involves other hardware implementation cost. For example, A-TFN might utilize content-addressable memories to implement the lookup function in the flow-to-core table; and a linked list in HW is expensive to build given all the extra handling. There will be a trade-off in hardware complexity (cost) and A-TFN effectiveness.
40 and 100 GigE
The networking community is working toward 40 and 100 GigE. A-TFN must be applicable to these emerging technologies. Extending A-TFN to 40 GigE or 100 GigE only requires a few small changes. First, MaxListSize, the maximum size of the collision-resolving linked lists of the Flow-to-Core table, should be reduced if higher memory speed is not available. For a 10 GbE NIC, the time budget to process a 1,500-byte packet is around 1,200 ns. For a 40 GigE and 100 GigE NIC, such time budget is reduced to 300 and 120 ns, respectively. In reality, A-TFN's actual allowable time budget to process a packet is even smaller due to the existence of smaller sized packets (<1,500 bytes). Assume A-TFN's other operations such as hash computing and packet delivery totally take T o and each item in a linked list takes an extra T i to access. Therefore, the MaxListSize for a 40 GigE NIC and 100 GigE NIC is approximately ð300 À T o Þ=T i and ð120 À T o Þ=T i , respectively. Second, more memory is required to hold packets for flows in transition to ensure inorder packet delivery. If T t is set to 0.2 millisecond, the memory required for a 40 GigE and 100 GigE NIC is 1 and 2.5 MB, respectively.
Experimental Evaluation
We prototyped an A-TFN with two receive queues as shown in Fig. 6A . A sender connects to a receiver via two physical back-to-back 10 Gbps links. The sender and receiver are specified in Appendix 7, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library. The 10 Gbps links are driven by Myricom 10 Gbps Ethernet NICs. In both the sender and the receiver, the two Myricom 10 Gbps NICs are aggregated into a single logical bonded interface with the Linux bonding driver. In the sender, the bonding driver is modified with A-TFN mechanisms and each 10 Gbps link is deemed an A-TFN receive queue. In the receiver, each slave NIC (receive queue) is pinned to a specific core. In addition, the receiver's OS is modified to support the A-TFN mechanisms. For an outgoing transport-layer packet, the OS records a processing core ID in the "transmit descriptor" and passes it to "A-TFN." Here, we make use of four reserved bits in the TCP header as the "transmit descriptor" to communicate the core ID. When the sender receives a "transmit descriptor," it extracts the passed Core ID and updates the corresponding flow entry in the Flow-to-Core table. Unless otherwise specified, T t is set to 0.1 ms. The Flow-to-Core table is upped limited to 10,000 entries. In our emulated system, we measure the Flow-toCore Table' s search time. The search time to access the first item in a collision-resolving linked list takes around 260 ns, which includes the hashing and locking overheads. For each next item in the list, it takes approximately an extra 150 ns. Therefore, the longest search in our system takes 260 þ 150 Ã ðMaxListSize À 1Þns. For a 10 Gbps NIC, the time budget to process a 1,500-byte packet is around 1,200 ns. To evaluate MaxListSize's effect on A-TFN's performance, we set MaxListSize to 1 and 6, respectively. Correspondingly, A-TFN is termed as A-TFN-1 and A-TFN-6 .
Similarly, we implemented a two-receive queue RSS NIC, as shown in Fig. 6B . In both the sender and the receiver, the two Myricom 10 Gbps NICs are aggregated into a single logical bonded interface with the bonding driver. In the sender, the bonding driver is modified with RSS mechanisms, and each 10 Gbps link is treated as an RSS receive queue. Unless otherwise specified, the hashing is based on the combination of fsrc addr; dst addr; src port; dst portg for each incoming packet. In the receiver, each slave NIC (receive queue) is pinned to a specific core.
We designed and ran two data transmission experiments with iperf using the prototyped systems shown in Fig. 6 . To save space, we summarize key experiment results as follows: please refer to Appendix 7 for experiment details, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library.
Experiment 1 was designed to verify that A-TFN can remedy the RSS limitation. We discussed the case that a single-threaded application must handle multiple concurrent TCP connections in the experiment. In the real world, there are many cases that a single-threaded application must handle multiple concurrent TCP connections. For example, Nginx [15] and Lighttpd [16] are such cases. Nginx and Lighttpd are probably the two best known asynchronous HTTP servers. They are event driven and handle multiple concurrent TCP connections in a single thread (or at least, very few threads). Experimental data show that A-TFN can effectively improve the network throughput, significantly reduce lock contention in parallel network stacks, and reduce system synchronization overhead. Experiment 1 confirms that A-TFN can steer incoming network data to the same core on which its application thread resides, resulting in improved performance.
Experiment 2 was designed to evaluate whether A-TFN can ensure in-order packet delivery when it steers packets across cores. We used A-TFN-6 in the experiments and set T t to 0 and 100 s, respectively. When T t is 0, incoming packets of a flow in the transition state are immediately delivered, instead of being added to the tail of "Packets in Transition." As discussed before, this could lead to packet reordering. The experiment results reflect this fact: packet recording occurs at T t ¼ 0. However, when T t is set to 100 s, no out-of-order packets are recorded. This shows that A-TFN's packet reordering prevention mechanism really takes effect and can effectively guarantee in-order packet delivery.
RELATED WORKS
Salehi et al. [2] studied the effectiveness of affinity-based scheduling in multiprocessor network protocol processing using both packet-level and connection-level parallelization approaches. Foong et al. [3] experimented with affinitizing processes/threads, as well as interrupts from NICs, to specific processors in an SMP system. Experimental results suggested that processor affinity in network processing contexts can significantly improve overall performance. Hye-Churn et al. [4] studied the problem of multicore aware processor affinity for TCP/IP over multiple network interfaces, using a software-only approach. Other researchers have adopted a hard partition approach [17] , [18] . In multiprocessor environments, a subset of the processor is dedicated to network processing; the remaining processors perform only application-relevant computations. The limitation of this approach is that the OS architecture requires significant changes.
The NIC technologies, such as Intel's vmdq [19] 
CONCLUSION
We propose an A-TFN mechanism to remedy the limitations in RSS and Flow Director. The A-TFN mechanism is simple and requires the most minimal OS support. In addition, the communication overheads between the OS and A-TFN are reduced to a minimum. A-TFN can be effectively implemented with current hardware and software technologies. The experimental results show that our solution is effective and practical to remedy the limitations we have identified in RSS and Flow Director. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
